
JOHN SMITH’S ADVERTISING CASE STUDY



Background
For Scottish Courage the overriding challenge for it’s John Smith’s brand is to
achieve dominance of the ale sector.

The objective for 2002 communications was to create a sense of brand ubiquity
(maintaining high advertising awareness, increasing spontaneous brand 
awareness and consideration), make the brand more attractive to younger male
drinkers without alienating older drinkers, and strengthen the consumer 
franchise overall.  A requirement was also to make the brand more attractive 
to the trade to help secure broader distribution.

In order to make the “share of impact” much greater than the share of spend,
Scottish Courage needed a communications property with high advertising
impact that could also be carried below the line.

The Advertising
The role of the advertising was to develop further the “No Nonsense” 
proposition - which had already been successfully introduced in previous 
campaigns.

The premise of “No Nonsense” was to strike a chord with the audience and
make ale drinkers feel more comfortable about drinking John Smith’s.  The key
target market was identified as 20 and 30 something men – both existing ale
drinkers and prospects.  The proposition being, “No Nonsense Ale for No
Nonsense Blokes”.

TBWA London developed a creative idea involving comedian Peter Kay in various
humorous situations. Television’s reach potential and its ability to generate
massive awareness amongst a young male target market were obviously key
factors in determining the eventual media mix.  In terms of traditional 
advertising, television secured almost the entire spend, with only limited 
budgets allocated to press and radio.
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Programming
To maximise the impact of the investment, Scottish Courage together with
MediaVest developed a focused TV buying strategy. A high percentage of the
advertising was placed in and around sports programming on the terrestrial
channels (e.g. Cricket on C4; World Cup and Grand Prix on ITV1), and the 
various Sky Sports channels.

Sports programming offered a good fit with existing John Smith’s drinkers TV
viewing patterns. It also fitted well with potential John Smith’s drinkers viewing
habits (lager drinkers with a “No Nonsense” attitude to life).

The strategy provided John Smith’s a dominant share of voice within the 
relevant sports programming context.

From the Client…
"Television has been instrumental in 
generating momentum and popularity 
for the John Smith's Peter Kay campaign. 
Its ability to build cover rapidly, and to 
deliver topicality around major events 
like the World Cup, allowed us to quickly 
and effectively reconnect through Peter 
with our core target audience. It's a
no-nonsense medium that's perfect for 
a no-nonsense brand. 'Ave It! "                                

John Botia, Brands Director



Results
On the evidence of Millward Brown Awareness Tracking there appears to be a
clear understanding of what the advertising is saying about John Smith’s brand
amongst all age groups.  This has built over the course of the campaign to date.
Endorsement of the statement “John Smith’s is a humorous and down to earth
brand” is just one example.

Attribution of image statements like “is a brand for people like me” have
increased amongst all age groups.

The Peter Kay campaign created massive awareness. It successfully 
communicated the brand’s “No Nonsense” positioning in a way that people
could really engage with.  As a result people feel closer to the brand, which 
ultimately has had a positive impact on sales.

Humorous and Down to Earth - John Smith’s

Men 25-49 who saw the advertising
“Ball Skills” (%) “Monsters” (%)  “Diving” (%)

Enjoyed watching it                          74 64 82                     55

You like the people in it                    70 69               80 “

Would talk about with friends 60 59 69                      “

(Base): (224) (228) (84)

Source: Millward Brown October 2002

All Ads are generating empathy - particularly “Diving”



Conclusion
The John Smith’s campaign with Peter Kay has achieved the ultimate accolade for any piece
of advertising. The TV commercials have been talked about in offices and pubs across the
country, and sayings such as “Ave it” have entered the everyday vernacular.

The latest “No Nonsense” campaign has carried on a strong tradition of memorable and
highly successful John Smith’s TV advertising.

The advertising has resulted in increased awareness and sales (and a huge amount of 
positive PR). It also won a number of awards including Creative Circle and Campaign 
magazine’s Campaign of the Year 2002.

The judges described the advertising as “a brilliant campaign that has entered people’s
everyday lives while significantly boosting sales and winning fans, plaudits and column 
inches galore in the process.”


